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Abstract 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
Title: Social media + Customer relationships =    ? - A study of how travel agencies can 
strengthen customer relationships in a social media context.   
University: Lund´s University, Campus Helsingborg - Service Management  
Level: Master (one year) 
Authors: Filippa Larsson, Linnéa Larsson and Emma Nilsson 
Supervisors: Katja Lindqvist and Maria Månsson 
 
Purpose: The purpose of this thesis is to examine what role social media can play for 
Swedish travel agencies in order to strengthen their customer relations. We aim to illustrate 
how five Swedish travel agencies that are active in the social sphere utilize social media to 
stimulate and strengthen their customer relationships. We also endeavor to illuminate what 
strategy they adopt when implementing social media, and what challenges and opportunities 
they face when using social media. 
Keywords: Social media, relationship marketing, strategy, communication, commitment, 
trust, cooperation, shared values 
Methodology: This thesis is of an explorative and qualitative character. Semi-structured 
interviews with five Swedish travel agencies were conducted and complemented with a 
document analysis of the companies´ social media sites.  
Theoretical approach: The theoretical framework is based on five fundamental factors 
commonly highlighted in relationship marketing literature. These are investigated and 
analyzed in combination with aspects from literature regarding social media. The factors are 
communication, commitment, trust, cooperation and shared values. 
Empirical foundation: Our main empirical base is obtained by semi-structured interviews 
with the social media administrators at Equi Tours, Kilroy, Poseidon Travel, Sydafrikaresor 
and Ving. Furthermore we have studied theses travel agencies presence in social media sites 
such as Facebook and Twitter.  
Conclusions: In this thesis we illustrate that the factors communication, commitment, trust, 
cooperation and shared values are significant for strengthen customer relationships in social 
media. Travel agencies using social media will face challenges such as managing the balance 
of push and pull strategies, organize themselves in a way that all members of staff can 
contribute to immediate, real-time, informal and formal replies. If utilized in right manner, 
travel agencies can take advantage of opportunities such as enhancing the customer’s value 
creating process, thanks to a collaborative and many to many communication between  
customers who share the same values and interests.
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1. Introduction 
In this first chapter we give the reader a background of the rise of social media and the new 
communication paradigm it creates. After a problematization of social media´s effect on 
companies and customer relationships, the purpose of this study is introduced. Finally we 
present a disposition for how this thesis will be presented. 
 
1.1 Background and problem discussion 
Social media has become an integral part of our daily lives. According to Pyramid Research, a 
third of the all internet activity is made up by active social networking members.
1
  Facebook, 
the largest social network site in the world, has alone more than 400 millions of active users 
all over the world,
2
 and in Sweden it integrates 40% of the population.
3
 The growth of social 
media is not limited to teenagers; it represents a revolutionary trend that incorporates people 
of all ages.
4
 The emergence of social media has transformed the landscape of communication 
as it provides ordinary people with a user-friendly, technical infrastructure that allows them 
have real-time conversations with anyone at anytime.
5
 Hence, this new way of 
communication creates new opportunities and challenges for organizations to be aware of in 
their marketing strategies. In contradiction to the traditional, one-way market paradigm where 
companies had full control of the information being transmitted, social media enables the 
customer to talk not only to the company but also with other customers.
6
  
 
Research demonstrates that online marketing is ten times more efficient than traditional 
marketing and only acquire 10 % of the marketing budget.
7
 Consequently it is no surprise that 
marketers have begun to recognize the potential of social media for marketing purpose. 
However, Mangold and Faulds claim that the popular business press and academic literature 
offer marketing managers little guidance for incorporating social media into their marketing 
strategies. Hence, they contend that many managers lack full appreciation for what role social 
media can play in the company´s marketing mix.
8
 According to Kaplan and Haenlein, firms 
                                                          
1
 Yin, 2008. p 20 
2
 http://www.facebook.com/press/info.php?statistics (2010-05-20) 
3
 http://www.joinsimon.se/15-trender-inom-sociala-medier-2010/ (2010-05-20) 
4
 Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010. p 59 
5
 http://mindpark.se/business-dating-and-protesting-how-social-media-is-changing-everything/ (2010-05-20) 
6
 Mangold & Faulds, 2009.  p 364-365 
7
 Moss, Gunn, & Kubacki, 2008, p. 38  
8
 Mangold & Faulds, 2009. p 358 
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are not used to a world where consumers are able to speak so freely with each other about 
their business and the companies do not seem to act comfortably in the social sphere.
9
 
Companies must accept that social media is not merely a platform for them to promote their 
products, more importantly it allows the customers to be active and express their feelings and 
opinions. Nuud argues that social media should not be seen as a commercial channel, but 
rather as a communication or conversation channel primarily aimed to stimulate dialogue and 
long-term relationships.
10
  
 
Jardenberg argue that if you have launched a social media site it is important to carry it out. 
He illustrates that if you get yourself in the boat you better know how to row it! It is easy to 
create a Facebook page or Twitter account, but harder to keep it alive. In contrast to 
traditional media, social media exposes the company’s level of activity and Jardenberg state 
that it is embarrassing for the company to display a site without news or updates. Even worse 
is, if the company should ignore their crowd of fans and not respond to their comments. 
Social media sites not administrated efficiently can easily turn into relationship graveyards 
where the customers trust and engagement in the company is seriously damaged.
11
   
 
According to Scullino, Fjermestad and Ramono, the online relationship creating process 
provides new opportunities and challenges for companies to be aware of when developing 
their marketing strategy.
12
 We argue that the evolution of social media has changed the terms 
of how to manage customer relations, and in order to be successful companies must obtain 
knowledge of how to act in the social sphere. Since social media is a relatively new marketing 
tool for companies, we find it interesting to examine what role social media can have in 
strengthening customer relations. Of what purpose do companies use social media and what 
challenges and opportunities do they face? How do they implement social media in their 
marketing plans and to what extent can social media help strengthen customer relations? Is it 
even possible to create strong, long-term customer relationships without face to face 
interactions? Since social media enables social exchange in a new revolutionary 
communication paradigm, we find it interesting to analyze the potential of create customer 
relationships through social media.  
 
                                                          
9
 Haenlein & Kaplan, 2010, p. 59-60 
10
 http://mindpark.se/social-media-konversationsmarknadsforing/ (2010-05-20) 
11
 http://mindpark.se/relationskyrkogarden-foretagets-varsta-fiende/ (2010-05-20) 
12
 Scullin, Fjermestad, & Nicholas, 2004 
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1.2 Purpose 
The purpose of this thesis is to examine what role social media can play for Swedish travel 
agencies in order to strengthen their customer relations. We aim to illustrate how five Swedish 
travel agencies that are active in the social sphere utilize social media to stimulate and 
strengthen their customer relationships. We also endeavor to illuminate what strategy they 
adopt when implementing social media, and what challenges and opportunities they face 
when using social media. 
 
 
1.3 Disposition 
 
Chapter 1 - Introduction 
In this first chapter we give the reader a background of the rise of social media and the new 
communication paradigm it creates. After a problematization of social media´s effect on 
companies and customer relationship the purpose of this study is introduced. Finally we 
present a disposition for how this thesis will be presented. 
 
Chapter 2 - Methodology 
In this chapter we will give the reader insight of our theoretical approach and data collection. 
Furthermore we describe our choice of respondents, interview approach and document 
analysis. The credibility and validity of the empirical data will also be considered. 
 
Chapter 3 - Social media + Customer relationships 
In this section we introduce the two main research fields of this thesis; Social media and 
Customer relations. We discuss different definitions of each subject and then identify what 
dimensions that characterize social media and what factors that are important when 
stimulating customer relations. Finally, we present a model that represents the theoretical 
framework of this thesis. 
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In the following sections (chapter 4-9) we will intertwine theory with our analysis and 
reflections 
 
Chapter 4 - Social media as a strategy 
Before we can examine the relational factors we need to take into consideration of what 
purpose the travel agencies use social media, and what strategy they follow. In this chapter 
we illustrate what challenges and opportunities that can occur for travel agencies that decide 
to enter the social sphere. 
 
Chapter 5 - Communication 
In this chapter we will discuss communication and its role for strengthening customer 
relationship in social media. We begin to reason about the new communication paradigm, the 
many- to- many interactions and consumers gained power. Further on we discuss 
communication features in social media such as the immediate communication and the 
informal and unprofessional communication. 
 
Chapter 6 - Commitment 
In the following chapter we aim to discuss commitment as an important factor for 
strengthening strong relationships and how this can be demonstrated in travel agencies. 
Thereafter we will discuss the pull and push strategy and what challenges and opportunities 
this mean. Further we describe the nature of the tourism service and how travel agencies can 
be interesting in a way that makes customers feel engagement and emotional commitment for 
the company and their products. 
 
Chapter 7 - Cooperation 
In this chapter we aim to reason about cooperation and its role for travel agencies when 
strengthening relationships in social media.  We will emphasize the process of co-creating 
value and the costumers pleasure of collaborate. Furthermore we argue around challenges 
such as dealing with negative comments and poor customer involvement. 
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Chapter 8 - Trust 
In this chapter we describe the component trust and its role when strengthening relationships 
in social media. We aim to discuss the role of being honest, trust anonymous customers and 
the importance of and how to personify the company.  
 
Chapter 9 - Shared Values 
In this chapter we aim to discuss shared values and interests as a mean to strengthen 
customer relationship in social media and describe how travel agencies are taking advantage 
of this. We argue around the usage of e- communities and e- groups on the social web sites to 
facilitate sharing and interacting among individuals with common interests. 
 
Chapter 10 - Conclusions and discussion 
In this chapter we will demonstrate significant findings explored throughout our study. We 
aim to describe what role social media have for the five studied travel agencies and how it is 
utilized strategically. Further we illustrate the challenges and opportunities when utilize 
social media based on the elements communication, commitment, trust, collaboration and 
shared values that are related to customer relationship strengthening. 
 
Chapter 11 - Reflections 
In this chapter we reflect on our subject in a wider context and give suggestion of future 
research.  
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2. Methodology 
In this chapter we will give the reader insight of our theoretical approach and data collection. 
Furthermore we describe our choice of respondents, interview approach and document 
analysis. The credibility and validity of the empirical data will also be considered. 
 
2.1 Theoretical approach   
To establish a field of research it is essential to conduct a literature review in order to identify 
a gap in previous literature that motivates the study.
 13
 Though social media has become more 
influent over the past few years, it is still a relative new phenomenon in the academic research 
field of marketing.
14
 To our knowledge, there has been little previous research study about 
how Swedish travel agencies can utilize social media to stimulate and strengthen customer 
relations. Accordingly, the theoretical approach of this research is to assemble general 
knowledge of factors that are essential in order to strengthen customer relations, and analyze 
how these can be stimulated in social media. Applying our explorative approach, we will also 
examine what challenges and opportunities that occur when applying these in a social media 
context, as well as critically reflect on factors proven crucial for strengthening customer 
relations by previous research. 
When constructing our theoretical framework, a combination of the inductive and deductive 
approach was utilized. According to Bryman and Bell these two research strategies are often 
suitable to think of as not merely fixed methods, but rather tendencies that can be used 
simultaneously.
15
 As a starting point in the research process a deductive approach was used, 
where the existing theory and literature constituted the theoretical framework for the area we 
aimed to examine. As our purpose is of such a practical and explorative kind, we aimed to 
maintain an open theoretical approach where our theoretical framework could be adapted to 
whatever essential aspects that were identified in our study. As Easterby-Smith, Thorpe and 
Jackson emphasize, a literature review is an ongoing process throughout the entire project of 
research, and need constant refinements and modifications as new findings emerge along the 
                                                          
13
 Easterby-Smith, Thorpe, & Jackson, 2008, pp. 29-31 
14
 Mangold & Faulds, 2009 
15
Bryman and Bell, 2007 
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process.
16
 Accordingly, not to eliminate or disregard important aspects that might be revealed 
in our research, we found it necessary to use the inductive approach.  
The inductive approach also encourages our empirical focus that is motivated by the 
inadequacy of literature that analyzes social media from a customer relation context. Since the 
use of social media has exploded over the past few years it is therefore justly to presume that 
it is also a phenomenon in rapid change. Hence, mainly articles rather than books have been 
used in this study in order to focus on the most up-to-date research.
17
 
In order to analyze social media from a relationship perspective we have chose a theoretical 
framework composed on five relational factors; communication, commitment, trust, 
cooperation, shared values.
18
Arnett, Hunt, & Madhavaram claim that these factors are 
mentioned most often in research associated with successful relational exchanges. Thus, we 
will examine these factors proven essential for strengthen customer relations by analyze how 
these are affected in social media. Due to our empirical focus we have chosen not to present 
the previous research of the subject separately. After a short introduction of our two research 
fields’ Social media and Customer relationships, we will intertwine the theoretical factors 
with our empirical findings throughout the thesis.  
 
2.2 Data collection  
Since the purpose of this study is to gain an empirical understanding of the field, we have 
mainly been using primary data in our study. The purpose of this thesis has an explorative 
character that requires rich and descriptive data to provide a comprehensive knowledge of the 
subject. We therefore found interviews to be the most favorable research method compared 
with other possible techniques. While structured surveys with closed answers would limit the 
respondent’s reflections of the subject, interviews allow the respondents to be explorative and 
consider new angles of the subject.  
As stated above, our aim is not to generalize, but to enhance the quality and validity of our 
research. In order to enhance our theoretical focus we found it relevant to complement our 
interviews with a document analysis method. One challenge of using explorative interviews as 
method is that, regardless of the formulation of the questions, some aspects of the travel 
agencies use of social media might be so obvious to the interviewed person that it never occur 
                                                          
16
Easterby-Smith, Thorpe, & Jackson, 2008, p. 36 
17
 Easterby-Smith, Thorpe, & Jackson, 2008, p. 39 
18
 Arnett, Hunt, & Madhavaram, 2006, p. 77 
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to him to raise the subject. Another risk is that the person might hesitate to address their major 
challenges or weaknesses. Hence, we find that the method document analysis provides a 
useful complement to our investigation. By examining the travel agencies social media sites, 
we could better understand and interpret the issues that were addressed during our interviews.  
Our document analysis also enabled us to reflect more critically on if the travel agencies use 
of social media could contribute to strengthening their customer relations. 
2.3 Choice of respondents  
The purpose of this thesis is to examine what role social media can play for Swedish travel 
agencies in order to strengthen their customer relations. First we conducted a pilot-study in 
order to create a sampling frame of Swedish travel agencies that used Facebook, the most 
commonly used social media platform in Sweden.
19
 Instead of trying to generalize we wanted 
to get a diverse and open perspective, and we therefore chose to incorporate large market-
leading companies as well as smaller niched firms. Our selection of the smaller travel 
agencies was made by a geographical convenience sample. As one of the major aims of this 
study is to examine both challenges and opportunities, we also sought to incorporate 
companies that had various experiences of using social media, but also those who find it 
lucrative and well functioning versus more challenging. In our pre study we examined at 
which social sites the travel agencies were present, how long they had been using them, their 
number of fans and followers as well as the activity made by the travel agencies and their 
customers. We then emailed 15 travel agencies of diverse kind and size, and with various 
numbers of fans and activity frequency at their social media sites. Out of this sample the 
following five companies agreed to participate in our study:  
  
Equi tours, a niched travel agency specialized in horse related travels. The company is 
situated in Limhamn and offer worldwide trips to equestrian sport events to companies and 
private individuals.     
Kilroy, Sweden’s largest travel agency specialized in products and services tailor made for 
youth and students. The company is available in all Nordic countries, as well as in the 
Netherlands and the UK.  
                                                          
19
 http://www.joinsimon.se/15-trender-inom-sociala-medier-2010/ (2010-05-20) 
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Poseidon Travel, a maritime travel agency in Helsingborg. They offer cruises, yachting and 
canal trips all over the world. 
Sydafrikaresor, a niched travel agency in Helsingborg. They specialize in trips to South 
Africa but also offer journeys to Namibia, Mozambique and The Czech Republic.  
Ving, Sweden’s largest tour operator selling package holidays to over 500 destinations in 50 
countries. 
2.4 Interview approach  
From each of the selected companies, we interviewed the marketer or search optimizers that 
have the major responsibility for administrating the company´s social media sites. All 
interviews lasted between 40-60 minutes and two were conducted in Helsingborg, and the 
remaining three were telephone interviews. In order to support the explorative purpose of this 
study we decided to use a semi-structured interview method. Adapting the semi-structured 
epistemology, we were able to focus on specific topics from our theoretical framework but at 
the same time stay flexible and able to adjust the questions according to the responds.
20
 Prior 
to the interviews we conducted an interview guide
21
 with open questions inspired by the 
fundamental relation factors identified in previous literature.
22
 Yet, we wanted to avoid asking 
leading questions that could affect the answers. If respondents become aware of what the 
interviewer aim to explore, they might give answers just to please the interviewer which 
would affect the credibility of the study.
23
 Thus, we strived to keep an open perspective and 
let the respondents describe how they use social media, and reflect freely on what challenges 
and opportunities they experience when using it.  
We are aware that as interviewers, we had our own set of preconceived ideas making it 
difficult to embrace the discussion from a complete open-minded perspective. To avoid an 
incorrectly interpretation of the data, we found it crucial to record and transcribe all our 
interviews. Additionally, this gave us the opportunity to discuss and thoroughly examine the 
empirical data to gain a unified understanding. Since we recorded all the interviews we could 
also make sure that that no information were lost or registered incorrectly. A negative aspect 
of using a dictaphone is that the respondent might feel uncomfortable and unwilling to speak 
freely in some matters. Hence we carefully asked our respondents for permission to record the 
                                                          
20
 Bryman & Bell, 2007, pp.473-478 
21
 Appendix 1.1 
22
 Arnett, Hunt, & Madhavaram, 2006, p. 77 
23
 Kvale, 1997 
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interview. However, our questions were of no personal or delicate character, and none of our 
respondents disagreed to being recorded. Since we executed our interviews in Swedish but 
write in English, we are aware of the risk of misinterpretations when quoting our respondents 
in this thesis. For this reason, we have put a great effort in translating our imperial data word 
by word, in order to reproduce the correct meaning of the quotes.      
2.5 Document analysis 
In consensus with the rest of our study, we performed an explorative document analysis were 
we scanned the content on the five travel agencies Facebook sites. This analysis was 
performed after the interviews and the time limit of activities posted, we narrowed to between 
first of February to first of May. One advantage of using social media as a source of data is 
the ease of access and that it can be viewed at any time. However, as operator of the sites, the 
travel agencies do have the ability to erase comments posted on their own site. Naturally, this 
is disadvantage when analyzing internet sites such as Facebook. Nevertheless we found that it 
has been of great significance for our study and in order to obtain an honest relation with their 
customers, we have no reason to suspect that our respondent would delete previous comments 
or activities.       
In our document analysis we examined the travel agencies Facebook sites from an open 
perspective where focus was to identify aspects that could complement and bring additional 
meaning to our interview data.
24
 For instance, some of the factors being analyzed was 
company activity, customer activity, respond of comments, types of activity/communication, 
and indications of customer relation factors.  
                                                          
24
 Bryman & Bell, 2007. p 574 
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3. Social media + Customer relationships =         ? 
In this section we introduce the two main research fields of this thesis; Social media and 
Customer relations. We discuss different definitions of each subject and then identify what 
dimensions that characterize social media and what factors that are important when 
stimulating customer relations. Finally, we present a model that represents the theoretical 
framework of this thesis. 
3.1 The characteristics of social media 
In order to understand what social media is, several authors suggest different definitions. 
Despite the lack of a general and consistent definition of social media, there are some similar 
fundamental elements distinguished. Kaplan and Haenlein argue that there seems to be a 
confusion among managers and academic resarches what exactly the term social media 
include, and how it differs from related concepts of Web 2.0 and User Generated Content. 
The term Web 2.0 was first used 2004 to describe a platform where content and applications 
were not created and published by individuals, but continuously modified by all users in a 
participatory and collaborative manner. The concept of User Generated Content was 
introduced 2005 and can be describes as the sum of all ways in which people make use of 
Social media, as it represent the various media contents that are created and exposed by end-
users.
25
 With this in mind Kaplan and Haenlein define social media as “a group of Internet-
based applications that build on the ideological and technological foundations of Web 2.0, 
and that allow the creation and exchange of User Generated Content”.26 
 
A more detailed definition of what social media stand for is provided by Mayfield who define 
social media as a group of new kinds of online media, which share the following 
characteristics; Participation, where contributions and feedback is encouraged from everyone 
and the line between media and audience is blurred; Openness for participation by voting, 
commenting and sharing information; Conversation rather than announcements where a two 
way communication is encouraged; Community that allows people with the same interests to 
get together and communicate effectively; Connectedness that provide the opportunity to 
make use of links to other sites, resources and people.
27 
 
                                                          
25
 Kaplan & Haenlein, 2010, p. 60-62 
26
 Kaplan & Haenlein, p.60 
27 Mayfield, 2008 
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Mangold and Faulds adapt a more market related definition demonstrating social media as a 
way for companies to communicate and promote themselves. They emphasize that ”Social 
media is a hybrid element of the promotion mix because it combines characteristics of 
traditional IMC tools (companies talking to customers) with a highly magnified form of word-
of mouth (customers talking to one another) whereby marketing managers cannot control the 
content and frequency of such information.
28
 Thus, Mangold and Faulds suggest that social 
media has two interrelated promotional roles in the market place; enabling companies to talk 
to their customers, and the customers to talk to one other. The same authors also recognize 
that social media enables customers to talk to the companies. However, as they claim that this 
role is market research-related rather than promotional-related, they chose not to incorporate it 
in their definition of social media as a hybrid of the promotion mix.
29
 We argue that when 
adopting a relationship marketing approach of social media, rather than the marketing mix 
approach adopted by Mangold and Faulds, the third role of social media where customers can 
talk to the company, is equally important when defining social media. As illustrated by 
Mayfield´s definition social media is characterized by open two-way communications, and we 
emphasize that it is impossible to analyze customer relations without incorporating both parts 
of the conversations. 
 
In addition to the characteristics illustrated by Mayfield, the researchers Mangold and Faulds 
also demonstrate that social media ”enable instantaneous, real-time communication, and 
utilizes multi-media formats (audio and visual presentations) and numerous delivery 
Platforms (…) with global reach capabilities.”30 We consider that these instantaneous and 
real-time dimensions are important factors to consider as they distinguish social media from 
other traditional marketing channels. Combining these two factors with the characteristic of 
openness, we find that social media can be separated by a wider range of activity than other 
media channels. When the platforms are open and unrestricted, the instant, real-time 
communication can be take place as often and frequently as the participants prefer. Here the 
characteristic of community is significant as the range of activity depends on the participants’ 
interests and motivations to engage in the community. 
 
                                                          
28
 Mangold &Faulds, 2009, p. 358-359 
29
 Mangold & Faulds, 2008. p 358-359 
30
 Mangold & Faulds, 2009. p 358-359 
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3.2 The characteristics of customer relationships 
In contradiction to the market mix approach adopted by Mangold and Faulds, a relationship 
marketing approach was developed in the 1980s as an alternative to the market mix. This 
market approach suggests that the company’s benefits from developing long-term 
relationships with the customers, where mutual understanding of needs and wants are 
satisfied.
31
 Gummesson proposes that: “Relationship marketing (RM) is marketing seen as 
relationships, networks, and interactions”. The definition emphasizes an integrative 
approach, and an active participation between both parts when striving for a mutual win-win 
situation.
32
  Hence, adopting this definition it is reasonable to assume that customer relations 
can be stimulated in social media, as it is structured by customer participation and mutual 
conversations. 
 
Grönroos has narrowed the term and states that: “Relationship marketing is to identify and 
establish, maintain, and enhance relationships with customers and other stakeholders, at a 
profit, so that the objectives of all parties involved are met; and that this is done by a mutual 
exchange and fulfillment of promises”.33 We find this definition of particular interest as it 
correlates with the features of social media, in that relations are established, maintained and 
enhanced by mutual exchange. According to this definition it is appropriate to view social 
media as an opportunity to strengthen customer relationship as an integrative communication 
channel. Porter discusses the process of relationship marketing and argues that: “Relationship 
marketing is the process whereby both parties – the buyer and seller – establish an effective, 
efficient, enjoyable, enthusiastic and ethical relationship: one that is personally, 
professionally and profitable rewarding to both parties.”34 This definition highlights the 
customer’s motivation for engaging in the relationship, by indicating that the relationship 
marketing process must be enjoyable and efficient for the customer, as well as for the 
company. This circumstance can be referred to the social media definition, which illustrated 
that customers must feel interested and motivated in order to participate at the site. 
3.3 Stimulating customer relations in social media 
Risely argue that customer relationship is one of the most valuable assets and remain as a key 
to business success today. He points out that by utilizing internet and social media, building 
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customer relationships has become easier, faster and more affordable than ever.
35
 The internet 
provides a significant resource in the way that valuable relationships can be developed and 
maintained. The amount of interaction points consist as a good platform for the complex 
nature of relationship to be created.
36
 Virtual communities via internet enable social exchange 
which can strengthen the relationship.
37
 The interactional benefits of internet such as greater 
information accessibility and sharing make it easier for customers to share information with 
the companies. Both parties can become friendlier and develop a better understanding of each 
other. By developing customers awareness of the firm online and providing service and 
support firms can nurture positive relationships with their customers.
38
 Additionally, using 
new technology to enhance customer relationships and customer loyalty assume that 
customers adopt the new technology, which sometimes can be problematic.
39
 According to 
Gummesson it also requires that the firm is active and has the right attitude to social media.
40
  
 
McInnes claims that social media will become an integral part for managing customer 
relations. Both social media and customer relationship management are about conversations 
and conversations online can become value-creating relationships
41
 and require mutual 
respect, trust and an ongoing dialogues.
42
 According to Schipul social media marketers need 
to create an environment in which social media activities can flourish and succeed naturally.
43
  
Several authors have discussed what characterize successful customer relationships. Arnett, 
Hunt, & Madhavaram provide an exhaustive compilation of factors mentioned most 
frequently in research of successful customer relationships.
 44
 When analyzing these factors 
from a social media context, we find that five factors stand out not only as significant for 
creating strong customer relationships, but also as important features that characterize social 
media. We have created a model of theses factors; communication, trust, commitment, 
cooperation and shared values, as a framework that will help us determine if Social media + 
Customer relationships really is true love. 
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Figure 1:1 Critical factors for successful relational exchange within customer relationship 
marketing. (Inspired by Arnett, Hunt, & Madhavaram) 
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4. Social media as a strategy 
Before we can examine the relational factors we need to take into consideration of what 
purpose the travel agencies use social media, and what strategy they follow. In this chapter 
we illustrate what challenges and opportunities that can occur for travel agencies that decide 
to enter the social sphere.   
 
4.1 Before entering 
Social media is a relative new marketing tool for companies to work with and there is still 
much to investigate about social media strategies. Shirky claims that although there is no 
recipe for how to be successful in social media, every winning system is a mix of social and 
technical factors.
45
  Pepper maintain that many companies fail in social media because they 
enter the social sphere, without investigating the landscape to find out what people like and 
dislike. Hynes also argue that companies should not participate in the social sphere before 
understanding the environment, have a clear idea of what to communicate and how to do it. 
Most importantly, companies need to figure out what customers gain by joining their site, 
what motivates them to participate and post positive feedback?
46
 Kaplan and Haenlein also 
affirm that companies should remenber that social media existed before they decided to 
participate. Hence, firms should not expect that they know how to use it, but instead take time 
to learn about its history and rules.
47
  
 
To obtain maximum effect of social media, Kaplan and Haenlein contend that companies 
must work strategically and carefully select social media channels that are best suited for the 
company to be present in. As social media offer a large amount of different platforms, the 
same authors claim that it is not possible, nor necessary, to participate in all of them. Defining 
the company´s target audience and their purpose for using social media, provide some useful 
guidelines when selecting sites and entering the social sphere. Different platforms offer 
various features, and depending on the purpose and target audience, different channels might 
be best suited for different companies. In order to reach as many customers as possible, 
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Kaplan and Haenlein claim that a lucrative strategy is to use a set of contact channels within 
the same group and let different channels complement each-other.
 48
 
 
Shokora states that social media must be intergrated strategically and points out that 
companies should have a well thought-out plan to follow, from the initial brainstorm session 
to execution.
49
 None of the five interviewed travel agencies in this study claimed to have a 
clear, pre-defined strategy for using social media. However, during our interviews we were 
able to distinguish some fundamental policies, such as not being too commercial. Kilroy state 
that “we haven’t got a specific social media plan, it follows the general market plan, but we 
communicate it a little differently.” Mangold and Faulds argue that social media should be 
integrated in the company´s promotion mix when developing their integrated market 
communication strategies.
50
 As we will show in this thesis, social media differ from 
traditional market channels and must therefore be used differently. Kilroy even argue that in 
order to stay genuine and spontaneous, social media should not be operated by a manual. It is 
a fine line between keeping social media genuine and honest, but at the same time operating it 
in a successful and conscious way stimulating customer relations. Taking this into 
consideration, we still argue that the ability to develop a flexible and customer-oriented social 
media strategy is a vital aspect in order to determine the success of the company.  
 
4.2 Managing social media 
Our pilot-study indicated that social media is a relatively new tool for Swedish travel 
agencies, and that many of them are uncertain of how to utilize it. Kilroy emphasize that a 
major challenge when using social media is the lack of knowledge of how to manage it. They 
express that “many marketers are educated traditionally (…) Hence they are not taught how 
to use social media, instead it is something they have to follow and learn by themselves.” The 
travel agencies consider social media as an art that need to be learned by doing, and our 
respondents affirm that they experiment to find out what works and what does not. Evidently, 
it is the marketer’s personal skill and interest for social media, rather than formal education, 
that affect the company´s success in social media. Poseidon Travel claims that it is something 
you often practice at home privately, and then use your personal knowledge at the company´s 
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sites. Sydafrikaresor, Ving and Kilroy also explain that they scan the internet on a regular 
basis to get inspiration from how other travel agencies use social media. 
Social media is yet a relatively new phenomenon and we therefore find it relevant to consider 
the time aspect when analyzing the travel agencies strategic use of social media. Faux argues 
that it is foolish of companies to believe that they can develop a social media strategy and 
instantly obtain its benefits. Instead he stress that exploiting social media is a time-and 
resource-consuming process.
51
 The travel agencies in this study emphasized that they started 
using social media between 6-18 months ago. From this perspective it is easier to understand 
why they are still experimenting with how to act in the social sphere. Hence, we find it 
relevant to presume that once they get more familiar with this new communication channel 
and what benefits it can provide, they will formulate a more specific social media strategy.          
 
4.3 Seize the opportunities and overcome the challenges 
To formulate a strategy the company must first recognize what opportunities that are provided 
and set a purpose for desired achievement. Sydafrikaresor´s main focus is to be visible and 
recognized, and they also emphasize a marketing purpose with potential to distribute offers.  
Similarly, Poseidon Travel view social media as a display window where you can tell stories 
and show pictures to raise interest among customers. Furthermore they recognize the 
opportunity to stimulate relations with potential customers, but also between customers taking 
part in the same travel expeditions. Equi Tour´s purpose indicates a more passive approach 
where they aim to make their target group aware of their existence and get them into their 
webpage if interested. Ving use social media mainly as a customer communication channel 
and to stimulate interactions and conversations with their customers. They exclaim that they 
joined the social media sphere with low expectations, but were surprised by all the positive 
effects it provided. Kilroy express a similar purpose; to communicate with the customers 
interested in a more active communication. They state that the most important issue is to 
provide a platform where their customers can communicate with each other.  
As all five travel agencies entered social media with an explorative approach, rather than with 
a specific strategy, we can distinguish how their image of social media has been influenced by 
how their sites has developed. For example if customers are very communicative at their site, 
the company might recognize a greater potential and exploit greater benefits than a company 
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that only has got a small number of passive members. The travel agencies have therefore 
developed different methods adjusted to the activity of their sites, and consequently they also 
face various opportunities and challenges.  
The travel agencies have several ideas for what they would like to accomplish in social media, 
but emphasize that time is a critical factor. Kilroy maintain that “we can do much, much more, 
or we will do much more, it is mainly a lack of time actually.” Sydafrikaresor claim that since 
social media is not easily measured, it is difficult to demonstrate what benefits it provides the 
company. Their social administrator also finds it challenging to motivate the other members 
of staff to engage in the company´s social media sites. King urges firms to participate in social 
media no matter how time-consuming it might be.
52
 Poseidon Travel recognizes the 
importance of investing time in the social media, and stress that all members of staff should 
learn how to use social media. They exclaim that “Companies argue that you may not use 
Facebook during work hours, I would say the opposite; damn you if you aren´t online at 
Facebook.” Kaplan and Haenlein also emphasize the time disposal as a critical issue for many 
companies using social media. They suggest that the company should align their social media 
activities with each other, for example linking photo sharing medium such as Flickr to 
Facebook or MySpace, in order to make it less time-consuming.
53
  
 
When the companies’ purpose and strategy has been identified, we can move on to analyze 
how the relational factors communication, commitment, cooperation, trust and shared values 
affect the strategies. We will examine what challenges and opportunities they create for the 
companies using social media, and how they affect the companies’ ability to create and 
maintain strong customer relationships.  
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5. Communication 
In this section we will start to discuss communication and its role in strengthening the 
customer relationship in social media. We begin to reason about the new communication 
paradigm, the many to many interactions and the customers gained power. Further on we 
discuss different communication features in social media, such as the immediate 
communication and the informal and unprofessional communication. 
 
5.1 Social media; the new communication paradigm 
Mangold and Faulds state that it has been an explosion of social media during the 21
st
 century 
that has had a major influence on consumer behavior, such as awareness, information 
acquisition, attitudes and communication manners.
54
 Social media has significantly changed 
the tools and strategies of communication, and there has been a shift in the way people are 
talking to each other. Ving recognize an enormous potential of using social media in order to 
reach out to present and potential customers. They illustrate that while they have 600 000 
customers a year, Facebook has 3 million users in Sweden alone. Kilroy estimate that 97% of 
their target audience use Facebook or blogs, and therefore the company find it inevitable not 
to be present in the social media sphere. It is something that their customers expect of them. 
In this study we will illustrate how social media can provide opportunities to add value to the 
company’s service process. Also, if Kilroy do not communicate with their customers present 
at their sites, they miss out on opportunities to strengthen the customer relationship. Kilroy 
reflect that in the future, all companies must provide some kind of opportunities for their 
customers to communicate in social media. They believe that it will be an essential factor in 
order to determine the success of the company. McInnes claims that social media will become 
an integral part for managing customer relations. Both social media and customer relationship 
management are about conversations, and online communication is an important part of the 
value-creating process.
55
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5.2 Many to many  
According to Cherenson communication is one of the top challenges we face in today’s 
society.
56
 The emergence of social media does not only enable companies to talk to their 
customers, it enables customers to talk with the company and customers to talk with one 
another.
57
 According to Lagrosen and Gummesson social media enable many to many 
communication in a networking style that includes a large amount of relations and 
interactions. All kinds of participants are blended in an end-less network where companies 
and customers influence each other.
58
 This creates new opportunities and challenges for the 
firms to be aware of in their marketing strategy.
59
  
Many researchers claim that there is a tendency among companies to put too much focus on 
technical investment, and consider them as the most important aspect of using the internet.
60
 
When we asked the travel agencies what challenges they experienced using social media, 
Poseidon Travel and Sydafrikaresor both named technological factors as their major 
challenge. However, it is the communication enabled by the technologies that contributes to 
the success.
61
 Though it is the personal connections that matter the most, many companies fail 
in their conversations.
62
 Equi Tours points out the challenge of how to communicate, and 
argue that it is hard to know what to write in social media. Schipul states that even if social 
media allow people to reach out to a great crowd, it is important not to lose sight of the 
individual.
63
 Social media is intimate and enable interactions between individuals, rather than 
just spreading a message to a big audience. The interactions are dynamic and Schipul reflects 
further that it is probably more important what response you receive than what you send.
64
 
According to Gummesson relations, network and interactions are the most important 
ingredients in many to many marketing.
65
 This indicates that social media can be a way of 
enhancing relationships thanks to the large interaction among customers.  
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5.3 Power to the people  
Mangold and Faulds argue that there has been a shift from the traditional one-way integrated 
market communication strategies, were marketers had full control over the information being 
distributed, towards a new communication paradigm where skeptical and demanding 
customers increase their influences in the marketplace. In this new paradigm, the traditional 
view that a dissatisfied customer tells ten people is no longer valid. A dissatisfied customer 
using social media can tell 10 million people over one night.  In that sense, social media can 
be seen as an extension of traditional word-of-mouth communication.
66
 The travel agencies 
interviewed in this study recognized this limited degree of control, but they did not only see 
this as problematic. Equi Tours and Ving pointed out that they have to accept the way 
information nowadays flows and that it is impossible to control what is being said about them 
in social media. In fact, the interviewed travel agencies rather welcome such customer to 
customer communications. Sydafrikaresor experience another challenge in the new kind of 
space social media creates, where conversations and comments are very public to others. They 
state that the public space could reduce customer’s willingness to express their opinions when 
communicating with the company, as they might feel exposed. 
Social media provides key relationships that can be maintained since it allows different kinds 
of interactions corresponding with the nature of the relationship and allows interactions both 
between the company and between individuals.
67
 Poseidon gives a good example of this, 
related to the crisis with the volcano ash that restricted the air traffic in April/May 2010. At 
that situation market leading travel agencies created a page on Facebook where their 
customers, stuck on the airport could integrate and organize their lift home. In this case, we 
see the company as an important facilitator of a many to many integration in social media. 
Both the customers and indirectly the travel agencies gained on the action which could 
strengthen their relationship. 
 
5.4 Immediate, real-time communication 
Social media enables companies to have a real-time dialogue with their customers. The social 
media platforms provide opportunities for the companies to listen to immediate feedback 
about their promotion and services. Hence it allows the PR assistants to react earlier and more 
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directly on the received information.
68
 Kilroy has a similar point of view and emphasize that 
the major potential of social media is the possibility to get immediate response from the 
customers, and that the customers can communicate with each other in real-time. 
Sydafrikaresor and Ving also point out the great potential of rapid distribution of information 
in crisis situations such as the volcanic ash problem mentioned above. According to our 
document analysis the fast information were greatly appreciated among customers.
69
 Poseidon 
Travel contends that during the crisis, the Facebook sites provided the customers stuck at the 
airports with the latest information, help and support. To maintain strong customer relations, 
we believe that a critical issue is how companies handle crisis such as the volcanic ash. Since 
the standard communication channels often tend to work poorly during crises, social media 
can provide a fast and updated platform where both the company and the customers can 
provide information.   
Tsai maintain that social presence is not only a nice gesture, but that the real-time platform 
make customer expect that companies are available all the time.
70
 This is apparent at Ving´s 
Facebook site where customers seem to have gotten used to fast responses from Ving, asking 
questions that require an answer the same day.
71
 Poseidon Travel affirm that when you use 
social media as a private person you do not talk all the time, but when it comes to companies 
there has to be a constant activity. If you cannot find the time to be present and listen to the 
customer, they propose that it is better to close down the site. Poseidon Travel also exclaims 
that “it is about following the trends (...) if you do not update (your site) you are out of the 
game”. Ving also emphasize that it is important to be there for the customers and to be 
available when they want to have a dialogue with you. If the company is unreachable it will 
miss out on the opportunity to create well-functioned relationships. 
Real-time communication does not only create opportunities, it also creates challenging 
expectations for companies such as constantly being updated and present. Ving illustrate that 
“a problem with social media being an immediate medium, is that information tend to leak 
out there almost before we have had time to communicate it to the staff on site”. We reflect 
that if the customers are more updated with information than the members of staff, the 
company will have a hard time providing professional and qualified services. Hence, it is vital 
that the travel agencies find ways to organize their communication routines so that even the 
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members of staff are being immediately updated. Ving also explain that when customers 
communicate with the company at Facebook, they expect an immediate response regardless of 
the issue. For instance, if customers post complaints on the company’s Facebook site, the 
normal lead time at customer support might be a week, but on Facebook answers are expected 
instantly. Ving emphasize that this creates internal challenges as administrators are not always 
able to answer the questions or solve the customer’s problems, as it concerns different 
departments at the company.  
In order to manage the immediate, real-time customer conversations, the company must find a 
way to shorten and reorganize the internal communication process. We suggest that one 
method is to encourage internal use of social media, where all members of staff can 
communicate directly, regardless of geographic distance or organizational hierarchies.
72
  
 
5.5 The informal and unprofessional communication channel 
Kaplan and Haenlein reason that companies should avoid overly-professional contents and not 
hesitate to make mistakes when using social media. It is better to implement an informal 
approach of the communication in social media than stay formal and correct. Companies 
should simply try to blend in with the crowd rather than hiring professionals to run their social 
media sites. They illustrate how some companies post regular stories and updates about their 
working experiences on the company blog, communicated in the same language that they 
would use among friends. Kaplan and Haenlein conclude that companies should consider 
customers at the social networks as people like themselves, and realize that everything does 
not necessarily has to work perfect.
73
 Sydafrikaresors social media administrator exclaims that 
he works from the supposition of how he privately would like companies to communicate 
with him in social media, and then try to act accordingly. When companies dare to appear 
human and communicate in an informal and honest way, we believe that their customers are 
more likely to identify with the company, and hence feel more motivated to engaging in a 
relationship.   
  
Sydafrikaresor state that one of the major opportunities within social media is the possibility 
to keep a short, but regular contact with their customer. They explain that when the customers 
call them or visit the agency, they have a specific purpose and expect professional and 
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efficient assistance. In social media on the other hand, they do not always have a specific 
purpose for their visit, and this entitles the travel agency to act more informal and 
communicate in a more casual way. Poseidon emphasize that the major potential of using 
social media, is that it allows companies to have a spontaneous and easygoing communication 
that does not exist in other medium. Sydafikaresor also emphasize that it is easier to “become 
buddies” in social media, and to chitchat and really get to know the customers. Aedhmar 
Hynes emphasize that social media is more about conversations in real language, rather than 
corporate conversations. 
74
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o Many to many network influence 
from all 
o Fail in conversation; loose sight of 
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o Negative word of mouth 
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o Customer expect a present and 
active company at all times 
 
 
Opportunities: 
o Able to reach out and interact with 
a large audience 
o Able to be present where the 
customers socialize ; co-creating 
value 
o Provide many to many 
communication and networks with 
interaction 
o Allow many types of interaction 
styles 
o Fast medium; immediate responses 
and updates 
o Ability to keep short, regular 
conversations 
o Informal and easygoing dialogs 
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6. Commitment 
In this chapter we will discuss commitment as an important factor for building strong 
relationships, and how this can be demonstrated in travel agencies. Thereafter we will discuss 
the pull and push strategy and what challenges and opportunities they provide. Furthermore 
we will analyze what distinguish the tourism industry when it comes to being interesting and 
stimulating customer engagement and emotional commitment towards the company by using 
social media.  
 
6.1 Loyalty and commitment 
Today it takes more effort to build a strong relationship with the customer than just satisfy 
their needs.
75
 Additionally, building strong relationships also require that the customer feels 
committed to the company.
76
 Liljander and Strandvik conclude that commitment and loyalty 
are two related concepts. They define loyalty with an action based approach such as repeat 
purchase behavior, and define commitment in a more attitudinal way such as parties’ 
intentions to act and their attitude towards interacting with each other.
77
 Coyles & Gokey 
define commitment as a desire to maintain a valuable relationship.
78
 Depending on the 
customer’s intentions to interact with a company, we believe it is important that the company 
communicate in an appealing way to their customers and equally important, in channels that 
the customers find attractive. In order to demonstrate the core value of the company, Kilroy 
exclaim that they rather promote adventures round-the-world-trips than voyages in Greece, 
even though they offer such journeys too. This is a way of showing the customers what Kilroy 
stands for, and to create commitment with customers that want to travel “The Kilroy Way”. If 
the customers are satisfied with the trip, their attitude towards the company can appear in 
social media by giving recommendations. Hoang, Phuong, & William argue that commitment 
correlates with the customers’ willingness to recommend the company to other customers.79 
Kilroy illustrate that happy customers tend to recommend the company to friends and 
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families, but also indirect to strangers when communicating their experiences at Kilroy’s Blog 
or other social media sites. We believe that this is a great indication if the company has 
succeeded in building a strong customer relationship or not. Customers who express their 
satisfaction towards the company also show their willingness to give something back, and this 
is what a relationship is about. Kilroy points out that it is just as important when customers 
talk about the company with someone face-to-face, as when they do it on social media 
platforms. We believe that even though all positive word-of-mouth is good, word-of-mouth in 
social media will have a greater impact as it is more likely to spread to a greater audience. 
Kilroy acknowledge that destinations that has been given much attention at their blog site or 
forums, often stimulate a great demand among other customers. Hence, loyal and committed 
customers can create great value for the company when spreading positive word-of-mouth. 
Sydafrikaresor recognize the potential of customer’s positive feedback and link the positive 
comments posted about them at various platforms, to the company’s Facebook site. 
 
According to Jones, Fabrigar, Fox, & Taylor affective commitment is a key driver of 
customer loyalty in service relationships which is based upon customers’ feelings, 
identification, loyalty and affiliation to the company.
80
 Affective commitment reflects an 
individual’s desire to remain in a relationship where the customer has a positive emotional 
bond to a service organization.
81
 Coyles & Gokey claim that customers with emotional 
motives are the most loyal and valuable customers as they strongly feel that their choice of 
brand is the best for them.
82
 Kilroy claim that they have a strong brand loyalty among their 
target audience, and that their customers identify themselves with Kilroy and feel that they 
travel “The Kilroy-way”. The agency argues that the customers who best can identify 
themselves with the company are the ones that will travel the most with it. The customers will 
feel committed by emotional bonds that will keep them loyal to the company. Kilroy claim 
that these loyal customers follow the company very actively in social media, interact and 
leave comments on the company´s site. Thus, social media can be a good tool for maintaining 
these intimate relationships with the loyal customers, and if executed well, it could make them 
even more loyal. 
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Our suggestion is that customers with positive emotional and attitudinal reasons for having a 
relationship with the company is more preferable when creating strong and long term 
relationships. Practical reasons such as the geographical distance or economical benefits are 
easier for customers to replace for another if a better option arise. Hence, in the following 
sections we will have an emphasis on affective commitment in social media. 
 
6.2 Push and pull strategy 
According to Tsai and Kraus, the new generations of consumers that use digital and mobile 
media are hungry for knowledge and prefer to pull information rather than having it pushed at 
them.
83
 One of the main challenges discussed by the travel agencies in this study is the 
balance between being active and interesting, but without being too sale-oriented and 
commercial. Most of the travel agencies are aware that social media differ from traditional 
marketing channels, and consequently needs to be used in a different way. Poseidon and 
Sydafrikaresor reflects that if all companies constantly update their social media sites with 
advertisement, sales-offers and campaigns, the customers will turn bored and no longer find it 
interesting to keep contact with them. To engage customers there is a need to locate the 
relevance and targeting. Tsai claim: “now it is marketers who have to find value in the noise” 
and points out that today´s consumers has learned to block out marketing overload and that 
they are now making their own voices heard. Kilroy claim that they want their customer to 
feel inspired, rather than push cheap travel tickets. Poseidon claim: “You have to find the right 
ways to pull people. It is very important to not be intrusive.” This indicates that the customer 
today is picky and that the company has to manage the challenge of being interesting and 
valuable for the customer, but without being too pushy in order to stimulate customer 
relationships.  
According to Johns the importance for firms to listen to their customers and focus on their 
needs will increase.
84
 However, Matt Barnett argue that people do not appreciate when brands 
pretend to listen and then just keep pushing product offers or sales information down the 
customers’ throats. It is rather about conversations, like a chat at the bar where you talk and 
listen, discuss and get to meet your friend. Ving understand the two-way quality of social 
media; “we have a fundamental rule to not just use the channel to push offers, our thought is 
to be able to have a dialogue and that people can ask questions and receive help and at the 
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same time we would like to recommend offerings”. Hence, they are using a combination of the 
push and pull method, and consider the dialogue as a way to make a closer connection with 
the customers.  
As mention above Kilroy and Poseidon state that social media is about inspiring their 
customers and provide interesting information. Ving is trying to encourage their customers to 
upload pictures of trips they have done. They believe that it is more interesting for other 
customers to be inspired by than pictures and offers from the company. We propose that this 
is a pull method, where the customers stimulate desire and need among other customers. 
Kilroy declare that they have been advised by Facebook not to update their site more often 
than every third day. Thus, they should not communicate too often and only when they have 
something relevant to post. Sydafrikaresor have reached the same conclusion from own 
experiences. They describe how they initially were very active in various travel forums such 
as backpacker.com, but restricted their comments as they realized that their high answering 
frequency was not appreciated. Now, they strive to be present and give generous advices, 
without being too pushy. 
6.3 The tourism service and how to be interesting  
Customers do not freely engage or feel committed to a person or firm that is not interesting to 
converse with, thus it is necessary to give them reason for doing so. In other words, 
companies must use the pull strategy to attract committed customers. Thus, it is important to 
listen to the customer and find out what they would like to hear, what they want to speak 
about and what they find interesting, enjoyable and valuable for them.
85
 Faulds and Mangold 
claim that products that are fun, intriguing and highly visible and engage emotions are more 
likely to stimulate conversations than products that do not. We conclude that the ability to 
make customers feel committed to a company vary depending on the character of the product 
or service, but also on the nature of the company. Kilroy make a similar reflection that social 
media is more useful when you have products that others like to discuss, analyze and ask 
questions about. Kilroy emphasize that niched travel agencies makes it easier for the 
customers to identify with the products and feel more motivated to engage with the company 
and follow them at social media sites. Poseidon reflects that it is easier for a travel agency to 
create a “we-feeling” with the customers, but we believe it also due to the nature of their 
particular service product. Poseidon´s sailing tours in groups is a good example that creates a 
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desire for discussion, along with their common interest, where social media can be a 
communication channel for facilitate this. Also, companies like Poseidon, that sells fewer and 
more expensive travel services, can put more time and effort in getting to know their 
customers, talk with them and make them feel committed to the company.  
 
According to Mok, Kandampully and Sparks tourism services are more likely to create 
emotional bonds with the customers, than physical goods. They emphasize that exotic 
environments, cultures and atmospheres of friendliness and hospitality generate emotions and 
feelings, and these can all be associated with tourism. We believe that this is an opportunity 
for the travel agencies to make an emotional connection with their customers through social 
media. Another aspect to consider is that travel services are experiences where the value is 
created simultaneous as the service is being consumed
86
 which make it difficult for the 
customers to estimate the value of the service before purchase. Thus, social media can provide 
an opportunity to give customers a better picture of what to expect from the company and 
their service, and hopefully feel more inspired and comfortable to purchase their services. 
However, it can be a challenge to communicate these attributes of the travel product due to its 
intangibility.
87
  
 
If the travel agency can show tangible or visible evidence from their journeys this could 
trigger consumers mind and emotions.
88
 Ving explain that they try to inspire the customers by 
posting pictures and up-to-date information about appealing events and weather-conditions at 
their resorts. Such comments can be”right now it is 28 degrees in Egypt, or now we have done 
something at this hotel, or now it is a carnival here…”. Ving put much emphasis to “here and 
now”, where social media can be a great source to mediate inspiring real-time information. 
Poseidon has taken it a step further by letting their staff and customers’ blog travel stories and 
post pictures at the company’s social media sites during their holidays. Kilroy operate a Blog 
site where their customers can illustrate their travel experiences to friends and family. These 
blogs are public and Kilroy maintain that other customers often get inspired and buy the same 
services that has been given extra attention at the blogs and forums.  Here social media has a 
huge potential to communicate immediate up-to-date information, but also by the ability to 
demonstrate the emotions visually by uploading pictures and videos. Sydafrikaresor points out 
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Challenges: 
o The balance between being 
active and interesting without 
being too commercial 
o Find the right way to pull 
customers 
o Being interesting  
o Communicate intangible 
attributes 
 
 
 
 
 
 
that visual pictures and videos are much more efficient to illustrate an appealing image of the 
company’s services. Still, the travel agencies do not utilize pictures as advantageous as they 
could and we believe this decrease the opportunities for a closer connection that they could 
get by customers gained visualization and interest.  
 
According to Faulds & Mangold people are more likely to talk about things they find to be 
somewhat outrageous and trigger reactions and feelings such as jokes or something 
unexpected.
89
 Sydafrikaresor state that you need to stand out and be a little cocky in order to 
get people interested in the company and their sites. Sydafrikaresor have experimented with 
this by posting provocative comments such as “Skip Bali and go to South Africa” in 
conjunction with articles about Bali. When Sterling Airlines was liquidated Sydafrikaresor 
posted a comment that “Sterling strikes none of our customers”. They exclaim that this 
generated a huge interest and curiosity on the web, but in order to give something back to the 
people following the link, they also provided a list of advice for those that had been affected 
by the bankruptcy. This is vital to maintain a trustworthy relationship with the customers and 
followers. Though, we consider it may be easy to attract the customer’s attention, the 
company must provide some input of value in order to build a sustainable relationship and 
make the customers commit to the company. Ving state that the customers must find it 
meaningful to be a fan of their social media site. They therefore sometimes post offers and 
information exclusively on Facebook.     
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Opportunities: 
o Stimulate emotional 
connection by posting pictures, 
videos and travel stories  
o Encourage customers to share 
their travel experiences on the 
company´s site to inspire other 
customers 
o Posting interesting and 
outrageous content that 
trigger peoples curiosity and 
desire to discuss and engage 
o Make loyal customers identify 
with niched products/services  
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7. Cooperation  
In this chapter we will discuss the component cooperation and its role when strengthening 
relationships in social media. We will emphasize the process of co-creating value, the 
pleasure of collaborate but also knowledge benefits within it. Furthermore we argue around 
challenges such as dealing with negative comments and poor customer involvement 
 
 7.1 A co-creating value process  
Internet makes it possible for customers to stay active in all parts of the service process. 
Customers are not passive recipients but active co-producers and value-creators.
90
 Social 
media serve as one of the most direct engagement tools for marketers and consequently 
enable customers to become active social participant. The mutual process has a great impact 
on creating brand relations.
91
 Ving discusses this in terms of “The wheel of Travel” and stress 
the importance of keeping a good relationship with the customer throughout all stages of the 
service process. Before the purchase of a journey, Ving´s customers are asking a lot for 
advices, recommendations and inspiration of destinations and hotel on their Facebook page, 
but also practical information. However, Ving´s social media marketer points out that their 
customers are very generous by sharing their own advices and answering these kinds of 
questions along with Ving.  
According to Gummesson cooperation is essential for relationship marketing, and it is 
important that both partners are willing to cooperate.
92
 Tourists as consumers are to a great 
extent involved in the creation of the tourism services product and accordingly, more 
responsible for the outcome of the tourism experience. For this reason, they need to 
participate in the service process where they can communicate their needs and requirements 
effectively.
93
 Social media is about participation where people create value together.
94
 Many 
times consumers display great brand loyalty to specific tourism products or services. In order 
to achieve guaranteed satisfaction the consumer develops trustful social relationships with a 
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chosen provider, rely on the providers advice and information, and become repeat 
customers.
95
  
7.2 The pleasure to help each other 
According to Gummesson the cooperative function is not merely between the company and 
the customer, but also between customers and a broader network.
96
 Internet foster 
collaboration where customers speak to each other about interests and products, they give 
each other advice and help.
97
 This is a valuable benefit for companies as customers unburden 
the firm by their free service. Gummesson label this as “part-time employers without 
salary”.98 Faulds and Mangold claims that consumers also feel more engaged with products 
and organizations when they are able to contribute with feedback. The feedback comes in the 
form of helpful suggestions, criticism or accolades. Taken as a whole, this feedback 
contributes to a sense of community in which honest, open communications are encouraged 
and where customer engagement is enhanced.
99
 Ving prefer activity from the customer and 
hence want to engage them in the company. They strive to encourage their customers to be 
active and contribute with questions or share their vacation pictures after being out travelling. 
Ving mean that this sort of involvement makes it more enjoyable for customer than just 
receiving output from the company. Hence, regarding to Schipul this cooperation relationship 
makes it valuable for both parts. For the company social media can be used to get greater 
insight of the customer. It is important for the company to get knowledge of what costumer 
prefer and value to strengthen performance and gain competitive advantages.
100
  
Firms can use their knowledge to tailor supplementary services, programs, and systems in its 
current market offerings and to steer the development of new offerings. It can better sustain 
customer relationships by documenting its delivery of superior value over time and by 
discovering new ways to update and strengthening those relationships.
101
 Ving get a deeper 
insight of their customers’ needs and wishes when sharing ideas, advices and knowledge with 
customers. At the same time the customers receive fast and free information and advices but 
also get a feeling that they are valuable contributors in the service process, hence help 
improving the tourist product.  
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7.3 Negative comments and poor customer involvement 
Walton claims that social media users should welcome and embrace negative comments as an 
opportunity to improve their services.
102
 All our respondents recognize the challenge of 
receiving negative feedback in social media, but emphasize that it is something all companies 
have to accept. Customers will always communicate positive and negative feedback of 
products and services in social media, regardless if the companies are present or not. Ving 
exclaim that this is something the company cannot influence and mean it is rather important to 
listen to critics. Ving, Kilroy and Sydafrikaresor regularly scan the Internet and social media 
sites to check what is said about them and when it is needed, they post a reply. However, all 
of the travel agencies state that they have not received that much negative comments from 
customers and lack the bad experiences of this.  
Sydafrikaresor stress that companies should always strive for a good appearance in social 
media. If they receive negative feedback they should answer professionally, and ask the 
customer to contact them in a non-public channel. In contrast to this argumentation, Haenlein 
and Kaplan declaration that companies should act unprofessional in order to get a closer 
connection and encourage customers to give advises that can help the company´s 
improvement. However, they never mention if this argument is valid when managing negative 
criticism. Regarding to Sydafrikaresor we point out another interesting aspect to consider, 
namely the desire to keep this kind of discussions outside the social media. If customers can 
see that Sydafrikaresor respond to the negative posts in a good and constructive way this 
could enhance their image of Sydafrikaresor even more than before. This is an opportunity 
that most travel agencies are not aware of. 
Poseidon Travel demonstrates another challenge considering the customer activity they 
appreciate. They claim that they would like their customers to write more about themselves 
and their sail tours experiences, give advice and knowledge to others and have a dialogue and 
a debate. Thus, they mean that it would probably be different if they had more fans on their 
Facebook page. Now they have reached the number of 124 fans
103
, comparing to Ving that 
have 9899 fans.
104
 Poseidon believe that if they had 10 000 fans it would be a greater 
opportunity to enact communication. Accordingly, we believe it is a greater prerequisite for 
larger companies to have a rich communication with their customers than smaller companies 
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that has fewer costumers. Hence, it is more challenging for smaller companies to start a 
cooperation process in social media as the amount of collaborators is less. Regarding to this it 
seems that it requires several critical components for a cooperation process to succeed. The 
technical condition that enable people to interact, the willingness from the company and 
customers contributing to the value they get from participating, and also the activity that 
easiest arise when there are many members. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Challenges: 
o Increase the activity among 
members for co-creating 
value 
o Difficulties to respond to 
anonymous people´s critics  
o Small amount of customer 
participants creates less 
cooperation 
Opportunities: 
o Social media stimulate 
interaction and cooperation in 
many stages of the service 
process 
o Cooperation to gain knowledge 
of the customers wants and 
need 
o Take advantages of customer’s 
pleasure to collaborate, a win – 
win situation. 
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8. Trust 
In this chapter we will discuss the component trust and its role when strengthening 
relationships in social media. We will discuss around the role of being honest, trusting 
anonymous customers and the importance of personifying the company.  
 
 8.1 Being honest 
According to Planander trust is a vital component in the process of building strong customer 
relationships. Without trust the relation is doomed to fail. She also adds that it is not an easy 
task to build trust; it takes a long time to assemble but it could be destroyed in a second. To 
rebuild a damaged relationship, it takes ten times the effort it initially took to build it.
105
  
 
Russo and Peacock affirm that if a company wants their customers to participate in their 
community, it requires trust rather than rational planning methods. They argue that 
participation depends on mutual trust rather than pre-scripted communication controlled by 
companies.
106
 As illustrated by Kilroy above, social media differ from traditional marketing 
channels and must be used more open and spontaneously. The customers have to trust that the 
company communicates in an honest and genuine manner, rather than operating by a fixed 
manual. Foux argues that by using social media sites, companies can develop trust and 
openness. He maintains that customers consider social media as the most trustworthy source 
of information and therefore frequently use social media as a source of information prior to 
their purchase decisions. He claims that one of the key benefits of using social media is to 
build trust and to illustrate openness and honesty. Customers appreciate companies that offer 
information and help them getting in contact with other customers. Foux concludes that social 
media can result in increased customer satisfaction which will lead to loyalty and customer 
retention.
107
 Russo and Peacock also emphasize that when participation in social media is 
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approached from a mutual trust perspective, it becomes evident that it is more about 
relationship rather than occasional interactions.
108
  
Kaplan and Haenlein propose that companies using social media must be honest and play by 
the rules. Companies should respect that there are some social media spheres where firms are 
not allow to interfere, and should not try to use these spaces to market their product under 
false identities.
109
 Kilroy make a similar reflection and maintain that their customers must be 
confident that Kilroy will only communicate in the company´s name, and not acting like a 
customer in order to give a positive image of the firm. They explain that “we do not want to 
interfere at our blog site or forums, since that space is for the customers to communicate in. 
We may certainly not go in there to promote things.” Kilroy also claim that they try to be as 
honest as possible in their communication and do not try to control or direct the 
conversations. However, Foux argues that many companies find it difficult to adjust to the 
power shift that social media creates between companies and customers. He affirms that while 
companies are able to influence the discussions, they cannot control it.
110
  
 
8.2 Trust the anonymous customers 
Russo and Peacock state that social media communities are fluid, unpredictable and open-
ended and hence require radical trust. The participation in the communities depends on 
mutual trust and reciprocity where all participants act in good faith.
111
 While all of our 
respondents hoped that the customers found them reliable and competent, they expressed a 
limited amount of trust for the customers’ active in the social media sphere. Kilroy exclaim 
that “I don’t think we have any reasons to distrust anyone, but I would not say that we have a 
great amount of trust either.” Sydafrikaresor explain that negative comments and complains 
are more often posted anonymously in forums, and most of the time not at the company’s own 
sites. They reflect that customers might not be confident to use their real identity when 
posting native feedback, due to the risk of being reproved in the social sphere. Hence, 
Sydafrikaresor find it challenging to meet and respond to negative feedback when the 
complaining person is anonymous and might not make further contact with the company than 
a comment in a forum. This anonymity contributes to a reduced trust from the company’s 
point of view, as it is difficult to trust someone when you do not know who the person is. 
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Sydafrikaresor also illustrate that they have received some questionable complaints such as 
that the company did not inform the customer “that it would be so many niggers in 
Mozambique”. We argue that mutual trust is vital for a sustainable relationship and if the 
company expects the customer to trust them, they must also have faith in that their customers 
are being honest. Hence, trusting an anonymous, online customer is a new and challenging 
task that all companies utilizing social media must face. We believe that this make customer 
relationship yet more important. If the company can get to know the customers and strengthen 
the relationship also in social media, the customer will feel more confident in showing their 
identity, and the company´s amount of trust will increase.  
 
8.3 Personify the company 
As argued above, it is essential for the company to get to know their customers in order to 
develop a sense of trust. Likewise, it is important for the customers to get to know the 
company. Foux points out that if the company wants to build trust it is important to show 
openness and honesty and to put a human face to the company.
112
 Aedhmar Hynes, CEO of 
Text 100, also highlight the opportunity to provide a more human and less formal and 
corporate image of the company.
113
 Sydafrikaresor affirm that being an online travel agency, 
social media can help personify the company and make it more familiar and intimate. We 
reflect that if there are few face to face interactions between the company and its customers, it 
is important to obtain the personal and intimate feeling in other ways. To accomplish this, 
Sydafrikaresor and Poseidon have created bylines, accompanied by a picture and presentation 
of their members of staff in their social media channels. Sydafrikaresor also emphasize that it 
can be interesting to let the customer see pictures of the office and to illustrate that they are a 
small and carrying company rather than a large and impersonal firm.
114
  
Our document analysis of the travel agencies Facebook sites indicate that most companies 
communicate anonymously in their company name rather than illustrating pictures or names 
of the staff. We reflect that it might be a challenging balance between being honest and 
professional by clearly illustrating the company´s name, and being personal and private.  
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  Challenges: 
o Avoid controlling the 
conversations and let them 
flow 
o Trust anonymous customers 
o Rebuild trust takes long time 
 
 
 
Opportunities: 
o Social media is considered the 
most trustworthy source of 
information 
o Can put a human face to the 
company and make it more 
personal 
o Mutual trust concerns 
relationships rather than 
occasional interaction 
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9.  Shared values 
In this chapter we will discuss shared values as a mean to strengthen customer relationship in 
social media, and describe how travel agencies are taking advantage of this.  We argue 
around the usage of e-communities and e- groups on the social web sites, in order to facilitate 
sharing and interacting among individuals with a common interest and to create a sense of 
belonging. 
 
9.1 Sharing values and interests 
According to Vargo and Lusch consumers are motivated to engage in relational exchanges 
with partners whom they share values and interests. They claim that the focus is shifting away 
from tangible elements toward intangible elements such as skills, information, knowledge, 
interactivity, connectivity and ongoing relationships.
115
 Organizations can satisfy this desire 
by creating e-communities of like-minded individuals that share the same interests and 
values.
116
 Social media can offer such websites that provide opportunities for interaction 
through message boards, forums, and chat rooms.
117
 These new modes of interactions present 
a new way of relation building carrying out in social discourses and activities in e-
communities and virtual communities.
118
  
Kilroy believe that social media is advantageous when there are people that want to discuss 
and analyze products and services. They argue that travelers want to interact with other 
travelers and that social media therefore can create a great value for travel agencies. “I 
definitely believe that social media can be of use when you got travelers that want to ask other 
travelers about different destinations, or if you want to find a travel partner” In this purpose 
social media could be utilized to create a community for the travelers sharing their common 
interest and enhance the process of finding a travel partner. We reflect the company´s 
relationship to the customer benefits and enhances by this. The company’s presence is central 
when customers integrate at their site and the discussion topic considers the company´s 
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service and products. The company is thereby the link between the customers and therefore 
holds an indirect participation in their discussion. 
9.2 A sense of belonging 
Poseidon accentuate that they have always been able to communicate with the customers and 
vice-versa, but there were no forum where the customers could communicate with one 
another. They believe that Facebook is therefore a great opportunity to create such forum to 
enable customers to interact. Poseidon Travel organizes sailing tours in groups of 30-50 
customers and they demonstrate the importance of bonding the group and create a family-like 
atmosphere in order to stimulate customer relationships. Poseidon stress the importance of 
managing the group and the creation of “their world”. Poseidon claim: “we work a lot with 
groups (…) it is about managing the groups and the world that the group is creating. We are 
like a family which you can communicate with in different ways.” To manage this “world” 
Poseidon put a lot of effort on creating groups on Facebook. The e-groups enable their 
customers to communicate with each other during the trip but also after the trip. Foux claims 
that the content of text, images, video and access to unbiased information and opinions of 
people with similar interests provides a feeling of belonging and involvement where content 
that are valuable and reliable could be created and found.
119
 Poseidon´s customers are able to 
share their marina interest through Facebook by conversation, sharing travel stories, images 
and videos from the trip that create a sense of belonging. According to Grönroos, Storbacka, 
& Strandvik social, cultural and psychological bonds are connected to customers’ values and 
preferences which make customers want to stay loyal to the company. Thus, these bonds 
provide high exit barriers. However, it can be challenging for the firms to measure and 
manage these bonds.
120
  
According to Sands e- communities are more likely to succeed if there are opportunities for 
physical meetings.
121
 Hence, combining physical meetings with communication through 
virtual communities should be seen as optimal to strengthening the relations. According to 
Poseidon they create the customer relationship on the physical trip and see the communities as 
a way to maintain these relationships. Sometimes the employers on Poseidon join the trip, 
sometimes not. However, according to Lagrosen social media should not only be seen as a 
platform for maintaining relationships but also be seen as a way to create relationships. Equi 
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Tours also provide group travel for customers with mutual interest. However, they do not 
recognize social media as an opportunity to create a community where their customers can 
share and exchange their interests. Poseidon do see the potential but at the same time they 
claim that it is a challenge to have a community when they do not have that much members,  
especially due to that some of their customers are elder and not so familiar with social media. 
Evidently, the composition of the companies target group has a significant impact on how 
challenging it is for the company to stimulate activity among customers on the social web. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Challenges: 
o Difficult to measure 
psychological bond 
created by shared interest 
and values 
o Not all customer target 
groups are familiar with 
social media 
o Difficult to stimulate 
activity in small e-
communities  
 
Opportunities: 
o To create a sense of 
belonging and involvement 
by creating travel e-
communities in social media  
o Social media facilitate 
sharing and interacting  
o Combine physical meetings 
and virtual meetings for a 
greater effect when 
strengthening customer 
relation 
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10. Conclusions and discussion  
In this chapter we will demonstrate significant findings explored throughout our study. We 
aim to illustrate what role social media have for the five travel agencies and what strategy 
they utilize in social media. Furthermore, we will illustrate the challenges and opportunities 
that can occur when using social media, adopting the relations factors communication, 
commitment, trust, collaboration and shared values.  
The purpose of this thesis is to examine what role social media can play for Swedish travel 
agencies in order to strengthen their customer relations. Our aim has been to illustrate how 
five Swedish travel agencies that are active in the social sphere utilize social media to 
stimulate and strengthen their customer relationships. We also endeavored to illuminate what 
strategy they adopt when implementing social media, and what challenges and opportunities 
they face when using social media. 
 
10.1 What role do Social media have for the travel agencies and what strategy do 
they adopt when using it? 
First of all this study indicates that social media is a new tool for the travel agencies to work 
with, and that their knowledge of how to use it mainly is obtained by private experiences 
rather than formal education. The travel agencies in our study do not have a pre-defined 
strategy for how to utilize social media, as they prefer to have a more flexible approach and 
take it step by step. Consequently, social media is utilized in a manner where the travel 
agencies can experiment and learn by practice. We reflect that the absence of strategies 
probably can be explained by the company’s limited knowledge and experiences of social 
media, and that they might develop a more specified strategy when becoming more familiar 
with the tool. Several researches affirm that companies often fail when entering the social 
sphere without a general knowledge of how the platforms work, nor with a well-defined 
strategy. Hence, the travel agencies in this study seemed to be rather successful despite their 
lack of strategy and formal knowledge. We reflect that in order to be genuine and honest, the 
companies might find it more appropriate to use general guidelines rather than a specific 
strategy.   
Initially, the travel agencies expectations of social media were low, but as they began using it 
they recognized a rising potential. Despite the difficulties of measuring the effects of social 
media, four of the five travel agencies were convinced that social media provides great 
opportunities. Our study illustrates a diverse view of what role social media can play for 
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Swedish travel agencies. The companies emphasized benefits such as the ability to reach out 
to a large number of people, making the customers interested in the company, communicating 
with the target audience and enabling the customers to communicate with each other.  Thus, 
all of the travel agencies had their own perspective of what opportunities social media could 
provide for their company.  
Thou the companies did not mention managing customer relationships as a main purpose for 
using social media, four of them gave various examples that can be associated with 
relationship strengthening.  The smaller travel agencies emphasized that they wished that they 
could use social media as a two-way conversation channel, but find it challenging as their 
target audience are not active users of social media. Instead, the smaller agencies viewed 
social media as a way to become buddies with their customers through informal 
conversations. The market leading companies viewed social media as a communication 
channel rather than a marketing channel for sales-offers. Having a larger number of fans, they 
also emphasized the importance of allowing the customers to interact with each other and 
engaging in relations with customers who share the same interest and values.  
 
10.2 What challenges can occur in social media when strengthening customer 
relations? 
Along with the nature of social media and the new communication paradigm, the travel 
agencies have experienced several challenges. Initially, the main challenge for the firms was 
to understand how they should operate in this new communication context. Communication is 
an essential factor not only in order to strengthen customer relationships, but also in order to 
manage social media. The travel agencies find it challenging to balance between the push and 
pull strategies and to be communicative and active, without adopting the traditional, 
commercial marketing approach. As customer relations, as well as the social media sphere, 
are dependent on the customer’s willingness to participate and collaborate, the relationship 
building process is not only the companies’ responsibility. Also, the number of fans and their 
collaborative contribution will affect other customer’s willingness to participate. For the 
company, the main challenges are to motivate the customers to engage in the relationships, to 
appear trustworthy and interesting, but also to stimulate a value-creating relationship between 
customers who share the same interest. This challenge is particularly emphasized by the travel 
agencies who´s target audience is not significantly active in social media. Also, as more and 
more companies are joining the social sphere, the company must find ways to stand out of the 
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crowd and to create emotional bonds that will make the customers identify with the company 
and its services. We reflect that as social media is developing rapidly and more and more 
companies join, it will be harder for the companies to attract the customer´s attention in the 
social sphere. As suggested in this thesis, if all companies constantly update their sites with 
sales-offers and marketing information, the customers will soon be bored and no longer find it 
interesting to participate.  
In contradiction, no customers would find it interesting to participate on sites with no sight of 
activity or updates. The immediate and real-time nature of social media challenges the 
companies to constantly be present and provide instant replies. Consequently, companies that 
utilize social media face internal organizational challenges. In order to meet the customers’ 
expectations, they must coordinate the communication between the social media 
administrators and other departments, so the company can provide instant and qualified 
responses regardless of issue.       
Another organizational challenge emphasized by smaller travel agencies is how to motivate 
the members of staff to engage in company’s utilization of social media. Since the effects of 
social media are not easily measured, the social media administrators find it challenging to 
demonstrate the benefits of using social media. In order to stimulate customer relations, it is 
important to put a human face to the online travel agencies, and allowing the individual 
members of staff to have friendly and informal conversations. Yet, they travel agencies 
illustrated a lack of time, but also that the members of staff do not know how to utilize social 
media, or found it difficult to come up with interesting topics to communicate to the 
customers.  
A challenge stressed in the academic literature is the company´s limited control in the new 
communication paradigm that social media creates. However, the travel agencies in this study 
did not consider the customers ability to post negative comments as a major challenge, but 
rather something that today´s companies have to accept. Instead, they welcomed customer 
feedback in social media as a useful way to improve their business.   
 
10.3 What opportunities can occur in social media when strengthening the 
relationship? 
One of the greatest opportunities of using social media in order to strengthen customer 
relationships is the possibility to have many to many communication and for consumers to 
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generate content. This study indicates that consumers find it more interesting to engage when 
other consumers are active and contribute with text, pictures and stories. The agencies that 
have succeeded to create a social page where interactions flourish have a greater opportunity 
to obtain valuable co-creating relationships. The travel agencies claim that consumers have 
many questions before going on a trip, and in this case social media provide an easy and 
effective tool to ventilate these questions. Consumers often collaborate by answering each 
other’s questions, which is especially good as it unburden the company´s workload. However, 
the travel agencies are also answering questions, giving advices and recommendations of 
different travel destinations, and also receive feed-back from costumers. We believe this is a 
collaborative process between many to many, and remain as a form of goodwill from all parts. 
Hence, in a value creating relationship you give and take. Another opportunity within social 
media is the possibility to attain honest and trustworthy relationships. If the customers see 
positive recommendations about the company or their products they will be more likely to 
develop a relationship with this company. 
A beneficial feature in social media is the potential for companies to get to know their 
customers at a more personal level and build a friendship relation. The travel agencies pointed 
out the advantage of more spontaneous and easygoing conversation due to the easy access and 
the short time it takes to get connected in the medium. Hence, it enables informal 
conversations which are advantageous for travel agencies when creating a personal 
relationship with the customer. Achieving this opportunity is important for both small and 
large companies as it is a prerequisite for a closer relation, thus leads to a strong and trustful 
relationship. We believe that it is easier for smaller agencies to have an informal approach 
when interacting with their costumers due to their smaller amount of fans. However, the 
larger travel agencies seem to interact more formal than the smaller agencies. It may depend 
on their lack of time to post more personal and amusing comments.  
The easiness of keeping short, regular contacts in social media is specifically an important 
opportunity for companies such as travel agencies. As trips mostly occur occasionally, the 
travel agency and customers’ interaction could by social media get extended by keeping the 
contact. Social media can therefore be a great way to maintain and sustain relationships, 
specifically when purchases do not occur frequently. A benefit for travel agencies is that 
people tend to be more emotional connected to a tourism experience than with a physical 
product. Social media can facilitate to enhance this emotional connection for the travel 
agencies. There are great abilities to upload visual and inspiring pictures or videos and post 
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interesting travel stories. Social media also enable customers themselves to share their travel 
experiences. This can develop strong emotional bonds to the customers which in turn stay 
over a longer time. The travel agencies are also able to form meeting points for e-
communities or e-groups for example special travel tours customers are participating in. In 
these groups customers can belong to a “virtual world” sharing their common interests and 
values by interacting in a many to many conversation. This is a good opportunity for the 
company to create a sense of belonging and involvement among the customer that are 
connected to the company, which increase the commitment and loyalty as the company is the 
shared link. We believe it is important to make the relationship enjoyable, funny and inspiring 
and social media contains an environment more relaxed than over a formal desk and at the 
same time comprise the interaction and media sharing possibilities. However, face to face 
interactions are important as well. We believe that travel agencies offering group travel has 
especially opportunities to create strong relationships due to the enhanced sense of belonging 
when combining the physical trips along with an e-community where the customers can 
interact before, during and after the trip with each other and the company. 
In this thesis we have illustrated what role social media play for five Swedish travel agencies 
and what challenges and opportunities they face when using social media. We conclude that 
the ability to stimulate customer relations in social media depend on the character of the 
organization and the product and services they offered. Hence, companies need to adjust their 
social media strategy to their organization and their target audience. Companies must learn 
how to handle challenges such as managing the balance of push and pull strategies, and 
organize in a way that all members of staff can contribute to immediate, real-time, informal 
replies. Social media provide several opportunities for companies to strengthen customer 
relations such as enhancing the customer’s value creating process thanks to a collaborative, 
many to many communications between customers who share the same values and interests. 
As a result we conduct that, if used in the right way, social media can be an important tool for 
travel agencies who wish to strengthen their customer relationships.      
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11. Reflections 
In this chapter we reflect on our subject in a wider context and give suggestions of future 
research  
As our thesis has proceeded we have met young as elderly people talking about social media 
and most of them are very enthusiastic when talking about the subject. It is almost as you can 
feel the changing communication paradigm that occurs in the society today. Knowledge 
thirsty Businesses that want to stay updated with the latest news about it. An increasing 
number of organizations have started to explore and recognize the benefits of social media as 
people are spending more time in front of the computer scrolling Facebook status updates and 
checking out fan pages they like and are interested in. The latest trend now makes it possible 
to even check your Facebook on your mobile. Taking this into consideration, it is almost 
impossible to avoid the Facebook phenomena, even for the most stubborn anti-Facebook 
individuals. We believe it would be interesting in future research to examine the influence that 
mobile utilizing can have for interactions, conversations and the relationship building in social 
media. People always have their mobile available which can create new opportunities and 
challenges for company to deal with in their marketing strategy. Another interesting aspect is 
to consider if these “virtual worlds” that exist today in social media sooner or later will be the 
reality for many people. Facebook has on a short time become an essential part of our daily 
lives today, but how far can it go? How disconnected from the physical world do we permit 
ourselves to be? And what consequences does it have for a strong customer relationship? 
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Appendix 
 
Appendix 1. Interview guide 
 
Personal information - background 
Vilken position/befattning har du i företaget? 
Hur mycket har du jobbat med sociala medier?  
  
Purpose of using social media 
När och hur började ni använda sociala medier? Initiativtagare?  
Av vilken anledning började er resebyrå använda sociala medier, vad vill ni få ut? 
Hur mycket tid avsätts? Anser ni detta tillräckligt?  
Vilka förväntningar hade ni innan ni startade?  
Har syftet/synen på sociala medier förändrats med tiden ni använder dem? Vad var 
annorlunda? Varför tror ni det? 
Vilken roll spelar sociala medier för er resebyrå? Tror ni att den ser annorlunda ut i jämförelse 
med andra sorters företag (ej turism)?  
  
  
How – General approach 
Har ni någon slags strategi el tillvägagångssätt i arbetet med era sociala medier? viktiga 
faktorer/prio? 
Vilka möjligheter ser ni? Vilken är den största nyttan ni som resebyrå haft med sociala 
medier?  
Vilka utmaningar/problem har ni stött på? (tror ni detta skiljer sig jämfört med andra 
branscher?) 
  
  
How – Specific approach 
Vilka sociala medier använder ni (mest)? Fördelar/nackdelar med dem? 
Hur går ni tillväga konkret, exempel? vilka aktiviteter/typ av inlägg har ni? (Ex, tävlingar, 
omröstningar, visa kunder på resa,  Informativa, kontaktsökande/integrerande, 
Intresse/uppmärksamhet, visuella)? 
Vilket tycker ni fungerar bra/dåligt, vad ger mest effekt? Typ av aktiviteter, inlägg? 
Har ni med detta uppmärksammat något slags mönster, tendenser i era sociala medier? Hur 
ser ni på det? 
Hur försöker ni bli bättre i det ni gör? 
Vad är viktigast, att ni når ut till era kunder eller att de kan nå er? 
Hur stor vikt vid att förmedla företagets värderingar har ni/attitydpåverkan? (em bonds) 
Eftersom resor är svåra för kunden att sätta värde på innan den konsumerats undrar vi hur ni 
jobbar för att förmedla och tydliggöra värdet på era tjänster?  
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 Activity, commitment, communication 
Hur försöker ni skapa intresse och locka folk till era sidor? 
Hur ser ni på konsumenternas aktivitet/passivitet?  
Försöker ni skapa/trigga en dialog med era kunder och i så fall hur? (inte bara svara på 
kundfrågor) 
Ser ni några speciella användare som mer betydelsefullare än andra? Vad är viktigast för er, 
mängd användare kontra hög aktivitet? 
Interaktionen är den viktigast/vanligast före, under eller efter kund gjort resa? 
 
 
Trust, feedback, cooperation 
Uppmuntrar ni till feedback, både positiv och negativ? 
Hur bemöter ni olika reaktioner ifrån kunder? Ex hantera negativa inlägg?  
Hur ser ni på konsumenternas ökade möjligheter att kommunicera och sprida åsikter om 
företaget i sociala medier?  
Läser ni av/lyssnar på det som sägs om er i andra medier än era egna sidor? 
På vilket sätt försöker ni bygga förtroende med era kunder? 
  
Connection to other areas 
Mäter/registreras informationen från kunderna i era sociala medier?  
Märker ni någon effekt eller respons ifrån er användning av sociala medier, annat än gensvar 
på sidorna? (Face to face, telefon, aktiviteter, tävlingar osv) 
Hur används informationen/kundåsikter, reaktioner och feedback? 
Kopplas/används detta till övriga verksamheten? Hur? Viktigt? 
  
Customer relationship 
Vad är en kundrelation för er? Hur viktigt är relationer för er som resebyrå och i så fall 
varför? 
Hur jobbar ni allmänt med att skapa relationer med era kunder?  
Försöker ni integrera sociala medier i ert allmänna relationskapande?  
På vilket sätt försöker ni skapa/stärka relationen med era kunder i sociala medier? 
Vilken betydelse tror ni sociala medier har i kundrelationen? svårigheter? 
Vilken roll tror ni att sociala medier har för era kunder? (Co creating value) 
Framtid/utveckling? 
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Appendix 2. Cooperation 
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Appendix 3. Communication - Immediate, volcano updates 
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Appendix 4. Customers expect fast response 
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Appendix 5. Personify the company in social media and get a closer relation  
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Appendix 6. Emotional connections by inspiring pictures  
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Kilroy could use the opportunities by using more pictures  
 
 
 
 
